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 VSP Workgroup Meeting Minutes 
December 5, 2016 – 1:00-3:00 PM 

Washington State Potato Commission, 108 S Interlake Road, Moses Lake, WA 98837 
 

 
Attendance in Person: 
Daniel Dormaier (Hartline Producer), Dave Stadelman (Producer Quincy), Dan Roseburg (Producer Moses Lake), 
Aaron Golladay (Producer Warden/Farm Bureau), Mike Schlueter (Columbia Basin Walleye Club), Matt Harris 
(Washington State Potato Commission), Matthew Blua (Washington State Potato Commission), Eric Pentico 
(Washington State Department of Fish & Wildlife), Harold Crose (Grant County Conservation District-Coordinator), 
Marie Lotz (Grant County Conservation District-Recorder), Ben Floyd (Anchor QEA-Consultant),  
 
Attendace per Webex: 
Damien Hooper (Grant County Planning Department), Vivian Erickson (Anchor QEA-Consultant), Bill Eller 
(Washington State Conservation Commission-VSP Coordinator), Zach Meyer (Department of Ecology-VSP 
Coordinator), Nora Schlenker (Anchor QEA-Consultant), Evan Sheffels (Washington State Farm Bureau), Kelly 
McLain (Department of Agriculture), John Small (Anchor QEA-Consultant), Jerry Dormaier (Producer Hartline) 
 
Welcome and Introductions: 
Harold called the meeting to order at 1:04 PM.  Introductions were made around the room and via telephone.  The 
minutes were presented and emailed from the October 24, 2016 Work Group meeting.  Aaron Golladay moved to 
approve the minutes as sent.  Dave Stadelman seconded.  Motion Carried.  
 
Follow-up and Re-cap from Prior Work Group Meeting: 
Ben went over the agenda.  Presented re-cap from the prior Work Group meeting, an update on the Public 
Outreach Meetings, walk through a conceptual overview of the Work Plan, prepare the plan next week for review, 
feedback for the January meeting, review of a case study on a local farm and a roundtable discussion and next 
steps.  Ben asked if anyone would like anthing added to the agenda. No additions were added to the agenda. 
 
Vivian went over what was discussed at the last Work Group Meeting.  The Community Meetings were reviewed 
and commented on for changes, introduced the baseline on the 5 critical areas as an inventory baseline and how 
they intersect with agriculture and how to address the federal action affects of wetlands in areas of the Columbia 
Basin Project.  Also discussed was data from the permenant cropland changes from 2011 to 2016 and the 2016 
data will be available in March/April 2017.  Goals and benchmarks were discussed and will be reviewed in more 
depth today. 
 
Debrief from Public Outreach Meetings: 
In the packets was the summary of the 7 outreach Community Meetings held within Grant County plus the Cenex 
Annual meeting.  There is still quite a bit of confusion on VSP  not a regulatory approach.  Harold stated VSP is not 
regulatory but all laws and regulations by other agenices are to be followed and VSP does not enforce but 
addresses ag lands that may impact critical areas.   
 
Discussion on who will approve the plan and will the public be able to make comments.  Harold stated that 
outreach will be done for comment on the plan including having it on the website.  Bill Eller stated that the 
Technical Panel gives a recommendation to approve the plan to the Conservation Commission and they will sign it 
as final approval.  If the Technical Panel does not approve the plan, the Advisory Group will work with the County 
Work Group to modify the plan.   Work Group will be responsible for reporting progress on implementing the plan 
and if satisfactory progress is not made corrective actions will be required.  
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 Questionon how other counties are approaching VSP.  Harold stated each county plan will be unique to their area 
and approach.  As long as Grant County has an approved plan and continues to meet implementation goals we will 
be in compliance with VSP even if other counties fail.  
 
Question: How much funding is there to implement the plan?  Harold stated currently there is funding to create 
the plan but future implementation funding is being worked on through the legislature.   
Question:  Will expiring CRP acreage have a negative impact on the benchmark?  Harold stated that there were 
88,000 acres previously in CRP and the current enrollment is 66,000 acres.  If you look at the geographic location of 
the majority of CRP  (Hartline Community) that is a significant percentage of the Agriculutrual land.     
Question:  Are you counting CSP acres?  Harold stated we are counting some of it but until a VSP plan is done on 
the farm we do not know what agriculture practices to take credit for.   
Question:  Are farming practices only based on government programs?  Harold stated that we will take credit for 
conservation practice implementation regardless of the source.  Private sector conservation will be counted.   
Question:   Will my farm be treated as an individual farm?  Harold stated that the approach we are taking is to 
treat each farm individually –  This is much different than a structured regulatory approach which is often a one fits 
all approach.   The historic approach to voluntary conservaton has always been to develop site specific treatments 
to protect and often enhance the resource.    
Question:  Where do the environmentalists come into the picture?  Harold stated it is up to interpertation at this 
time if they will come looking  for issues with implementation.  There are people interested in VSP both positive 
and negative. 
Question:    Aaron asked if this is a County plan and not a Farm to Farm Plan?  Harold stated we are developing a 
County plan currently, until implementation then it will be looked at as individual farm plans.  The VSP Plan is being 
written by the Work Group.  Ben stated that county wide data will be compiled and reported on during the 
implementation phase.  Resource plans will be developed with individual particpants and that information will be 
confidential  but we will show the practices being implemented and that level of conservation benefits on critical 
areas.   
Question:  Dave asked if it is up to individual farmers if they want a plan?  Harold stated it is up to the individual 
farmers but practices can also be captured through govenrnment programs in the implementation phase and not 
point to a farmer but at the practice being applied.   
Question:  Aaron asked how do you inventory if the farmer is not in a government program?  Harold stated it 
would be good to know what your doing on your farm voluntarly in order to take credit for the practice and benefit 
to the critical areas and it will strengthen Grant County VSP and show that farmers are moving the dial forward 
voluntarily.    
Question:  Aaron asked who will be implementing the plan and getting that data needed for the program?  Harold 
stated it can be a technical service provider, NRCS, the Conservation District, or private sector -  it is who the Work 
Group designates.  Ben asked the Work Group who they recommend to capture the practices outside the 
government programs.  Aaron stated NRCS could be a trusted entity.  Harold stated anonymity is key for the 
success of VSP-  this was stated clearly by the work group that developed the framework for VSP.   Ben stated the 
participation can be as little as “ I have a no-till-drill and I use it on this many acres”.  Technical lead will need to 
capture that data for use in progress reports.   Ben also stated that our approach will be to take a conservative 
approach when establishing VSP goals -  need to track mainetnance level activities and enhancement activities.    
Harold stated that we were able to identify 150,000 acres of conservation treatment through NRCS programs 
between July 2011 – 16.  Aaron stated that is a great number but there is so much more out there.  Harold agreed 
– We are making it clear in our public meetings how important it will be to capture the good work be done outside 
of traditional government programs.   We have been getting postive feedback from the Ag sector on their 
willingness to work with us.  Ben stated this is something we need to figure out as a group.   
 
Question:  If I am meeting the standard will it change?  Harold stated there should be a standard and we are 
working on NRCS standards but we can take in consideration other standards if need be.  Harold stated there was 
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 conversations during the Community Meetings about the Conservation District starting Farmed Smart where you 
have  certainity that the standard can not be raised.   
Question:  Who is going to monitor this program?  Harold stated that it is not our intent to be doing more than 
monitoring conservation practice implementation activity on farm.  We will not be monitoring things like 
temprature or nitrates.  Practices that meet a standard that protects critical areas is the approach for Grant 
County.  We need to consider the results of ongoing monitoring activities as an indicator of the affect conservation 
practice implementation is having on critical areas.    
 
Ben stated that attendance at the community meetings could have been better but the warm weather had the 
farmers in the fields.  Harold added that although the numbers could have been better we did have a good cross 
section of all sectors of Ag in Grant County.  We will continue to implement our outreach plan focusing our efforts 
on making presentations at the big annual meetings like Cenex, Wilbur Ellis, Veg Growers, Hay Growers.   Let us 
know of any meetings coming up so we can try to get on their agenda.      
 
All of the Community Meetings notes will be posted to the Grant County Conservation District website at 
columbiabasincds.org. 
 
Conceptual Overview of Work Plan (Volume One): 
Ben went over the Work Plan that is currently being developed;  Secton 1 is the Conceptual Overview.  First section 
is VSP background that will discuss the main purpose and goals in relation to the Growth Management Act with a  
summary of the Work Plan elements that will outline consistency with requirements under RCW 36.70A.720, the 
roles and responsibilities for Work Plan Development, and defining state, local and individual roles and 
responsibilities. This will also include a brief Frequently Asked Questions section such as:  

 How will I know CAs are on my land? 

 What will I have to do if I have CAs?  

 Is participation anonymous?  

 Is VSP really voluntary?  

 How does the private sector fit in?  
 

This section will also show how Ag Viability and Critical Areas protection is a balanced approach under VSP.  Ben 
stated that the main audience is the producers.  This is a  section where they will quickly see the main concepts of 
the plan.   
 
Ben showed  Section 2 which outlines the tools that were used to complete data analysis of the 8 communities, 
county profile, distribution of agriculture land (74%), rangeland (29%), irrigated (27%) and dryland (18%) and 
cropping details.   
 
Section 3 details  baseline conditions.  The breakdown of geo hazards, examples of wind and water erosion, critical 
areas intersection with agriculture, critical area functions and values, agricultural viability on a regional and farm 
perspective.  Ben asked the work group if there is anything that needs to be added on the ag viability side.  Matt 
stated “finding ground for spud production can be a challenge and other crops have the same issues”.  Aaron 
stated that “seed crops have isolation issues”.  Dave stated that “seed crops need 3 miles of seperation from other 
similar crops”.  Dan mentioned that “ too many honey bee houses next to residential areas can be an issue”.  
Aaron stated that crop rotation also fits into ag viablity and the list goes on and you may need to set a perameter 
of how much detail is enough for the final VSP Plan.    
 
Ben asked if interviewing Work Group producers would be a benefit to plan development.   With the intent of 
adding enough details in the plan to outline and emphasize the  level of stewardship being accomplished by the Ag 
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 community and raise the level of understanding of some of the challenges facing agriculture in Grant County.   The 
group agreed to be interviewed. 
 
Vivian went over Section 4 on Protection and Enhancment Strategies.  This shows the top 10 NRCS practices 
applied by projects and acres from 2011-2016, cover crop, nutrient management and prescribed grazing as 
examples.  The practices were broke down showing the ag viabliity and critical areas protection which will be 
highlighted in the plan. 
 
Section 6 is on Goals and Benchmarks.  Ben went over the RCW which defines and outlines the requirements for 
estalishing goals and benchmarks for the protection and enhancement of critical areas noting that enhancement 
goals are not required in the VSP plan.  This section will also clearly define benchmarks and evaluation and 
monitoring  criteria and timeline for the implementation phase.   An example of a progress tracking form was 
presented.  Ben stated that establishing realistic benchmark conditions, participation, and implementation goals 
will be critical to the success of VSP in Grant County.  
 
Aaron asked who will make the decision on baseline functions and values as of 2011?  Ben stated the consultant 
and the Conservation District will complete a detailed  inventory and resource analysis of the conditions as of July 
2011.  We have compiled a considerable amount of data on the conservation work accomplished through federal 
and state conservation programs that occurred prior to 2011.  This gives us a very good historic perspective on 
conservation practices applied that would protect and in many cases enhance critical area functions and values.     
From this data we will be able to establish a fairly detailed report of the baseline conditions present to July 2011.  
This data will also be important for establishing implementation goals and monitoring strategies.  We will present 
our findings to the Work Group for review and comment and editing.    
 
Ben showed an example of a goal on surface water quality that shows protection and enhancement benchmarks 
and monitoring and participation measures.  Dissolved oxygen was shown in the benchmark.  Evan stated that 
other counties are avoiding using water quality parameters as a benchmark.  They are concerned that many non ag 
activities also affect critical areas and may be unfairly attributed to farm activities for functions and values.  Ben 
stated that Grant County, for example, do not have wastewater treatment plants that discharge into public waters, 
and that recent studies (GWMA) have shown that one of the primary sources of ground water quality issues in 
Grant County can be attributed to agricultural practices.  Aaron commented on the Department of Ecologies 
assertion that VSP does not have affect on water quality, why use it at as benchmark?  Damien stated in light of 
the Hirst decision by the supreme court, (Hirst decision set legal precedent for in stream flows impacted by 
development activities)  work done through VSP that has a possible impact on in-stream flows can be credited and  
as VSP protection of critical areas.  DOE has no right to establish minimum instream flows and regulate that 
process and not sure how we can not have it in the plan.  In light of Hirst it has to be out front.  
 
 Ben stated that if monitoring shows water quality is improving, and we can in part attribute that trend to the 
implementation of conservation practices why not track it.  Dave stated that well samples were done by the 
Conservation District years ago but have not been done recently to see if it has improved.   Ben stated that other 
counties who have done well sampling are currently doing them for more data and perhaps Grant County can do 
more well monitoring.  Evan stated that establishing water quality benchmarks go far beyond the minimum 
requirements of VSP.  He is concerned that establishing water quality benchmarks might be setting us up for 
failure.  Need to be aware of this possibilty and act with caution.   Ben acknowledged the concern.  Evan stated 
indicators would be best rather than benchmarks or goals when factoring in the potential of failure.  Dave stated 
he lives next to the Winchester Wasteway since the 1960’s and at the beginning it ran brown and muddy and 
currently it is very clear so there has been a great improvement from practices such as rill to sprinkler conversions.  
Aaron stated he can not get away from water quality benchmark,  the Royal Slope is all return flow reuse and many 
factors in the various counties that attribute to surface water quality and that there is very few rill irrigation 
currently due to conversions over the last 5 years but how do you monitor this before to present   Harold 
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 emphasized that our monitoring program centers around conservation practices being implemented.   There will 
be no provision in the VSP plan for doing things like in stream flow measurements, or water quality sampling.  That 
work is beyond the capability of VSP for various reasons.  There is currently some minimal monitoring activity 
being conducted by others – (DOE)  .  Aaron stated we may not be measuring this but some state agencies may.  
Aaron stated when VSP was written, proponents of VSP argued that voluntary conservaton efforts by agriculture 
have improved critical area functions and values.  Opponents to the VSP process have argued – at times very 
effectively, that agriculture activities are continuing to have a negative impact on critical areas.  The ball is in our 
court to demonstrate that voluntary stewardship works.   Aaron stated that Conservation Districts and NRCS are 
the ones that help and other agencies may twist this information and he does not want to see this happen.  Ben 
stated these are valid concerns and will make sure the information is correct and shows an improvement.   Aaron 
stated it only takes one person to make it look bad.  Harold stated this is why the Conservation Commission will 
defend these actions once the plan is approved.   
 
Ben showed an example on how to track measures from 2018-2026 that included IWM, cover crops, prescribed 
grazing and others will be added.  Aaron asked if conversion to permanent crop be added.  Harold stated this 
should be added as conservation crop rotation and would take credit for it.  Ben stated this list will be around 30 
conservation activities.  Ben stated they put in a 20% recidivism statement to recongize that not all practices will 
stay in place for various reasons.  This number is subject to change –need Work Group feedback on this.  
 
Section 7 is on Implementation.  The implementation framework lays out the importance of participation and 
outreach to producers, technical assistance, program performance and adaptive management.  The reporting 
timeline and who the Work Group would like to be the implementation lead.  Ben stated there is a 2 year reporting 
and 5 year performance review and plan only for the first 10 years.  Ben asked the group that they are proposing 
the Conservation District as the implementation lead or perhaps some other agency or shared agencies.  Aaron 
asked if the Conservation District would want to take the lead for implementation.  Dave stated that Grant County 
Conservation District board has discussed this and feel this is a high priority for the district and are committed  to 
seeing that VSP succeeds in Grant County.  The CD is ready to take on this responsibility if asked.  The Work Group 
agreed and designated Grant County Conservation District as the lead technical organization for implenting VSP in 
Grant County.   
 
Case Study on Grant County Farm: 
Harold presented a case study to show what a VSP Resource Plan process would look like.  Sam Krautscheid, 
member of the Work Group, agreed to use a portion of his farm along Crab Creek for the demo.  His cropping is 
corn and sweet peas with the possibility of hay in the future.  VSP resource planning uses existing resource data -  
Grant County Soil Survey , GIS mapping – National Wetalnd Inventory – WDFW habitat maps.  Erosion evaluation 
tools WEPPS – RUSLE -  Irrigation system evaluation using Farm Irrigation Resource Inventory (FIRI) and existing 
studies and monitoring activities, farming history, producer short and long term objectives in developing the plan.  
Data is evaluated and alternatives developed for the Stewarship Plan.  Harold went over the resource conservation 
spreadsheet checklist on landscape, cropland, pasture, range, forest and farmstead.  Landscape and cropland 
checklist was used for this plan and after answering the questions and making notes alternatives were developed.  
The conservation practices currently in place - nutrient management, pest management, irrigation water 
management are key indicator practices.  The suggestions for his unit are fencing and hardened stream access to 
help with potential stream bank erosion and limiting livestock access to Crab Creek.  Another enhancement 
suggested was conservation cover - cluster plantings for wildlife thermal cover and partial stream shading – using 
trees and shrubs.  This is what a typical VSP resource plan might look like along the Crab Creek Corridor.  Evan 
stated that when you went over the case study it was meeting planning critieria standard protection but the VSP 
protection baseline is since 2011 and anything after that is an enhancement on the baseline.  Harold stated when 
doing a conservaiotn plan he is looking primarily at existing farming practices and what level of stewardship is 
being achieved as related to both Ag viability and protection of critical areas.  In this example the primary issue 
was Ag in proximity to Crab Creek.  In this case existing practices are achieving desired outcomes.  No further 
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 action necessary.  The plan will offer suggestions for enhancements but they are not required.  Ben stated we need 
to capture what was done since 2011 and take credit for both practices that are protecting and enhancing critical 
areras.  Evan stated that the accounting must be correct for VSP.  Harold also noted there has to be a quality 
criteria that when a practice is applied there is a standard which protects ag viability and critical areas.  Evan stated 
to make the note that those not meeting criteria will help them with ag viability.  Eric stated that the proposed 
improvements can make him aware that the county and state agenices are in line with what they see appropriate 
in improving wildlife functions and values.  Harold stated he discussed using WDFW and NRCS progams as a 
potential source of tech and financial assistance.   Eric added that there may be need for permitting etc.   
 
Roundtable Discussions: 
There were no comments or discussion. 
 
Next Steps: 
Ben went over the upcoming meeting Anchor QEA will be working on the Draft VSP Plan and plan to distribute to 
all before the next scheduled meeting.  The next meeting will be January 23, 2017 and then February 27, 2017 and 
March 27, 2017 to review and correct the draft plan.   
 
The next Work Group meeting will be held January 23, 2017, 1:00-3:00 PM at the Washington State Potato 
Commission.  The meeting adjourned at 1:07 PM. 
 
   


